1. In British English we buy food to ‘take away’, but in the US they buy it ________.
   a) to go
   b) to carry
   c) to lift
   d) to eat out

2. Which of the following is not correct?
   a) fast food
   b) junk food
   c) food to go
   d) rubbish food

3. Which of the following is sweet (not savoury)?
   a) pizza
   b) a taco
   c) a doughnut
   d) sushi

4. I know they’re not very healthy, but I love sausages – especially in a ____________.
   a) hot cat
   b) hot mouse
   c) hot dog
   d) hot horse

5. Another word for chips is __________ fries.
   a) German
   b) Italian
   c) English
   d) French

6. Which of the following is the odd-one-out?
   a) ketchup
   b) mustard
   c) soy sauce
   d) chopsticks
ANSWERS:

1. In British English we buy food to ‘take away’, but in the US they buy it ________.
   a) to go – In the US you can say ‘I’d like it to go please’
   b) to carry – In British English we buy food to ‘takeaway’, but what do they say in the US?
   c) to lift – In British English we buy food to ‘takeaway’, but what do they say in the US?
   d) to eat out – To eat out is to eat in a restaurant.

2. Which of the following is not correct?
   a) fast food – We talk about takeaway food as fast food.
   b) junk food – If you want to say that fast food is not very healthy, you can call it junk food.
   c) food to go – Fast food is also ‘food to go’ (especially in the US)
   d) rubbish food – If you want to describe fast food as unhealthy, we say junk food.

3. Which of the following is sweet (not savoury)?
   a) pizza – Pizza is savoury Italian food, which of the types of food is sweet?
   b) a taco – A taco is savoury Mexican food, which of the types of food is sweet?
   c) a doughnut – A doughnut is sweet, often filled with chocolate or jam.
   d) sushi – Sushi is from Japan and made with raw fish.

4. I know they’re not very healthy, but I love sausages – especially in a ___________.
   a) hot cat – Hot cat is not correct. What do we call a sausage sandwich?
   b) hot mouse – Hot mouse is not correct. What do we call a sausage sandwich?
   c) hot dog – Hot dog is correct.
   d) hot horse – Hot horse is not correct. What do we call a sausage sandwich?

5. Another word for chips is __________ fries.
   a) German – ‘German fries’ is not correct. Which is the other word for ‘chips’?
   b) Italian – ‘Italian fries’ is not correct. Which is the other word for ‘chips’?
   c) English – ‘English fries’ is not correct. Which is the other word for ‘chips’?
   d) French – ‘French fries’ is the other word for ‘chips’.

6. Which of the following is the odd-one-out?
   a) ketchup – Ketchup is another word for tomato sauce. Which word is not a sauce to put on your food?
   b) mustard – Mustard is a type of spicy sauce that you put on your hamburger or hot dog. Which word is not a sauce to put on your food?
   c) soy sauce – Soy sauce is a salty sauce that you sometimes put on food from Asia. Which word is not a sauce to put on your food?
   d) chopsticks – You use chopsticks to eat your food, the others are all sauces to put on your food.

You can try this quiz online at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/apps/ifl/worldservice/quiznet/quizengine?ContentType=text/html;quiz=1745_takeaway